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Spy
New York Times bestselling author reveals the FBI’s most closely guarded secrets,
with an insider look at the bureau’s inner workings and intelligence investigations.
Based on inside access and hundreds of interviews with federal agents, the book
presents an unprecedented, authoritative window on the FBI's unique role in
American history. From White House scandals to celebrity deaths, from cult
catastrophes to the investigations of terrorists, stalkers, Mafia figures, and spies,
the FBI becomes involved in almost every aspect of American life. Kessler shares
how the FBI caught spy Robert Hanssen in its midst as well as how the bureau
breaks into homes, offices, and embassies to plant bugging devices without getting
caught. With revelations about the raid on Osama bin Laden's compound, the
recent Russian spy swap, Marilyn Monroe's death, Vince Foster’s suicide, and even
J. Edgar Hoover, The Secrets of the FBI presents headline-making disclosures about
the most important figures and events of our time.

The FBI Story
The explosive memoir of an FBI field operative who has worked more undercover
cases than anyone in history. Within FBI field operative circles, groups of people
known as “Special” by their titles alone, Michael R. McGowan is an outlier. 10% of
FBI Special Agents are trained and certified to work undercover. A quarter of those
agents have worked more than one undercover assignment in their careers. And of
those, less than 10% of them have been involved in more than five undercover
cases. Over the course of his career, McGowan has worked more than 50
undercover cases. In this extraordinary and unprecedented book, McGowan will
take readers through some of his biggest cases, from international drug busts, to
the Russian and Italian mobs, to biker gangs and contract killers, to corrupt unions
and SWAT work. Ghost is an unparalleled view into how the FBI, through the
courage of its undercover Special Agents, nails the bad guys. McGowan infiltrates
groups at home and abroad, assembles teams to create the myths he lives,
concocts fake businesses, coordinates the busts, and helps carry out the arrests.
Along the way, we meet his partners and colleagues at the FBI, who pull together
for everything from bank jobs to the Boston Marathon bombing case, mafia dons,
and, perhaps most significantly, El Chapo himself and his Sinaloa Cartel. Ghost is
the ultimate insider's account of one of the most iconic institutions of American
government, and a testament to the incredible work of the FBI.
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The Bureau
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Daniel Golden exposes how academia has become
the center of foreign and domestic espionage—and why that is troubling news for
our nation's security. Grounded in extensive research and reporting, Spy Schools
reveals how academia has emerged as a frontline in the global spy game. In a
knowledge-based economy, universities are repositories of valuable information
and research, where brilliant minds of all nationalities mingle freely with few
questions asked. Intelligence agencies have always recruited bright
undergraduates, but now, in an era when espionage increasingly requires
specialized scientific or technological expertise, they’re wooing higher-level
academics—not just as analysts, but also for clandestine operations. Golden
uncovers unbelievable campus activity—from the CIA placing agents undercover in
Harvard Kennedy School classes and staging academic conferences to persuade
Iranian nuclear scientists to defect, to a Chinese graduate student at Duke
University stealing research for an invisibility cloak, and a tiny liberal arts college
in Marietta, Ohio, exchanging faculty with China’s most notorious spy school. He
shows how relentlessly and ruthlessly this practice has permeated our culture, not
just inside the US, but internationally as well. Golden, acclaimed author of The
Price of Admission, blows the lid off this secret culture of espionage and its
consequences at home and abroad.

The Unexpected Spy
Prophetic when first published, even more relevant now, Wedge is the classic,
definitive story of the secret war America has waged against itself. Based on
scores of interviews with former spies and thousands of declassified documents,
Wedge reveals and re-creates -- battle by battle, bungle by bungle -- the epic clash
that has made America uniquely vulnerable to its enemies. For more than six
decades, the opposed and overlapping missions of the FBI and CIA -- and the rival
personalities of cops and spies -- have caused fistfights and turf tangles,
breakdowns and cover-ups, public scandals and tragic deaths. A grand panorama
of dramatic episodes, peopled by picaresque secret agents from Ian Fleming to
Oliver North, Wedge is both a journey and a warning. From Pearl Harbor,
McCarthyism, and the plots to kill Castro through the JFK assassination, Watergate,
and Iran Contra down to the Aldrich Ames affair, Robert Hanssen's treachery, and
the hunt for Al Qaeda -- Wedge shows the price America has paid for its failure to
resolve the conflict between law enforcement and intelligence. Gripping and
authoritative -- and updated with an important new epilogue, carrying the action
through to September 11, 2001 -- Wedge is the only book about the schism that
has informed nearly every major blunder in American espionage.

UFO FBI Connection
He says that's his best offer. Is it? She says she agrees. Does she? The interview
went great—or did it? He said he'd never do it again. But he did. Read this book
and send your nonverbal intelligence soaring. Joe Navarro, a former FBI
counterintelligence officer and a recognized expert on nonverbal behavior,
explains how to "speed-read" people: decode sentiments and behaviors, avoid
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hidden pitfalls, and look for deceptive behaviors. You'll also learn how your body
language can influence what your boss, family, friends, and strangers think of you.
You will discover: The ancient survival instincts that drive body language Why the
face is the least likely place to gauge a person's true feelings What thumbs, feet,
and eyelids reveal about moods and motives The most powerful behaviors that
reveal our confidence and true sentiments Simple nonverbals that instantly
establish trust Simple nonverbals that instantly communicate authority Filled with
examples from Navarro's professional experience, this definitive book offers a
powerful new way to navigate your world.

The Threat Matrix
The legendary FBI criminal profiler, number-one New York Times bestselling
author, and inspiration for the hit Netflix show Mindhunter delves deep into the
lives and crimes of four of the most disturbing and complex predatory killers,
offering never-before-revealed details about his profiling process, and divulging the
strategies used to crack some of America’s most challenging cases. The FBI’s
pioneer of criminal profiling, former special agent John Douglas, has studied and
interviewed many of America’s most notorious killers—including Charles Manson,
”Son of Sam Killer” David Berkowitz and ”BTK Strangler” Dennis Rader—trained FBI
agents and investigators around and the world, and helped educate the country
about these deadly predators and how they operate, and has become a legend in
popular culture, fictionalized in The Silence of the Lambs and the hit television
shows Criminal Minds and Mindhunter. Twenty years after his famous memoir, the
man who literally wrote the book on FBI criminal profiling opens his case files once
again. In this riveting work of true crime, he spotlights four of the most diabolical
criminals he’s confronted, interviewed and learned from. Going deep into each
man’s life and crimes, he outlines the factors that led them to murder and how he
used his interrogation skills to expose their means, motives, and true evil. Like the
hit Netflix show, The Killer Across the Table is centered around Douglas’ unique
interrogation and profiling process. With his longtime collaborator Mark Olshaker,
Douglas recounts the chilling encounters with these four killers as he experienced
them—revealing for the first time his profile methods in detail. Going step by step
through his interviews, Douglas explains how he connects each killer’s crimes to
the specific conversation, and contrasts these encounters with those of other
deadly criminals to show what he learns from each one. In the process, he returns
to other famous cases, killers and interviews that have shaped his career,
describing how the knowledge he gained from those exchanges helped prepare
him for these. A glimpse into the mind of a man who has pierced the heart of
human darkness, The Killer Across the Table unlocks the ultimate mystery of
depravity and the techniques and approaches that have countered evil in the
name of justice.

The Secrets of the FBI
Draws on agent interviews about famous FBI cases to reveal the Bureau's inner
workings and some of its most deeply held secrets.

The Spy Next Door
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The Birth of the FBI traces the roots of the struggle between President Roosevelt
and Congressman Tawney in the creation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Spy Schools
The Secret to Cybersecurity
Now a Netflix original series Discover the classic, behind-the-scenes chronicle of
John E. Douglas’ twenty-five-year career in the FBI Investigative Support Unit,
where he used psychological profiling to delve into the minds of the country’s most
notorious serial killers and criminals. In chilling detail, the legendary Mindhunter
takes us behind the scenes of some of his most gruesome, fascinating, and
challenging cases—and into the darkest recesses of our worst nightmares. During
his twenty-five year career with the Investigative Support Unit, Special Agent John
Douglas became a legendary figure in law enforcement, pursuing some of the most
notorious and sadistic serial killers of our time: the man who hunted prostitutes for
sport in the woods of Alaska, the Atlanta child murderer, and Seattle's Green River
killer, the case that nearly cost Douglas his life. As the model for Jack Crawford in
The Silence of the Lambs, Douglas has confronted, interviewed, and studied scores
of serial killers and assassins, including Charles Manson, Ted Bundy, and Ed Gein,
who dressed himself in his victims' peeled skin. Using his uncanny ability to
become both predator and prey, Douglas examines each crime scene, reliving both
the killer's and the victim's actions in his mind, creating their profiles, describing
their habits, and predicting their next moves.

The Secrets of the FBI
No institution is as critically important to America's security. No American
institution is as controversial. And, after the White House, Congress, and the
Supreme Court, no institution is as powerful. Yet until now, no book has presented
the full story of the FBI from its beginnings in 1908 to the present The Bureau The
Secret History of the FBI Based on exclusive interviews-including the first interview
with Robert Mueller since his nomination as director-The Bureau reveals why the
FBI was unprepared for the attacks of September 11 and how the FBI is combating
terrorism today. The book answers such questions as: Why did the FBI know
nothing useful about al-Qaeda before September 11? What is really behind the
FBI's more aggressive investigative approaches that have raised civil liberties
concerns? What does the FBI think of improvements in airline security? How safe
does the FBI think America really is? An Award-winning investigative reporter and
New York Times bestselling author of Inside the White House, Ronald Kessler
answers these questions and presents the definitive history of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. The Bureau reveals startling new information-from J. Edgar
Hoover's blackmailing of Congress to the investigation of the September 11th
attacks.

Puppetmaster
Draws on agent interviews about famous FBI cases to reveal the Bureau's inner
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workings and some of its most deeply held secrets.

The Secrets of the FBI
"Describes the decades-long covert counterintelligence program code-named
Cointelpro directed against socialists and activists in the Black and anti-Vietnam
War movements. The operations revealed in the documents cited in this book
many of them photographically reproduced provide an unprecedented look at the
methods used by the FBI, CIA, military intelligence, and other U.S. police agencies.
Despite their authors intentions, these documents also record pieces of the history
of efforts to build the communist movement in the United States."--Amazon.com.

Buried Secrets
Cybercrimes are a threat and as dangerous as an armed intruder—yet millions of
Americans are complacent or simply uninformed of how to protect themselves. The
Secret to Cybersecurity closes that knowledge gap by using real-life examples to
educate readers. It’s 2 a.m.—do you know who your child is online with? According
to author Scott Augenbaum, between 80 to 90 percent of students say they do
whatever they want on their smartphones—and their parents don’t have a clue. Is
that you? What about your online banking passwords, are they safe? Has your
email account or bank/debit card ever been compromised? In 2018, there were
data breaches at several major companies—If those companies have your credit or
debit information, that affects you. There are bad people in the world, and they are
on the internet. They want to hurt you. They are based all over the world, so
they’re hard at “work” when even you’re sleeping. They use automated programs
to probe for weaknesses in your internet security programs. And they never stop.
Cybercrime is on the increase internationally, and it’s up to you to protect yourself.
But how? The Secret to Cybersecurity is the simple and straightforward plan to
keep you, your family, and your business safe. Written by Scott Augenbaum, a
29-year veteran of the FBI who specialized in cybercrimes, it uses real-life
examples to educate and inform readers, explaining who/why/how so you’ll have a
specific takeaway to put into action for your family. Learn about the scams,
methods, and ways that cyber criminals operate—and learn how to avoid being the
next cyber victim.

Cointelpro
This “penetrating and remarkable history of the FBI” examines its operations and
development from the Reconstruction era to the 9/11 attacks (M. J. Heale, author
of McCarthy's Americans). In The FBI, U.S. intelligence expert Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones
presents the first comprehensive portrait of the vast, powerful, and sometimes
bitterly criticized American institution. Setting the bureau’s story in the context of
American history, he challenges conventional narratives—including the common
misconception that traces the origin of the bureau to 1908. Instead, Jeffreys-Jones
locates the FBI’s true beginnings in the 1870s, when Congress acted in response to
the Ku Klux Klan campaign of terror against black American voters. The FBI derives
its character and significance from its original mission of combating domestic
terrorism. The author traces the evolution of that mission into the twenty-first
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century, making a number of surprising observations along the way: that the role
of J. Edgar Hoover has been exaggerated and the importance of attorneys general
underestimated; that splitting counterintelligence between the FBI and the CIA in
1947 was a mistake; and that xenophobia impaired the bureau’s preemptive antiterrorist powers before and after 9/11.

Wedge
DEADLY QUEST When a top lieutenant in a notorious ring of human traffickers
agrees to turn state’s evidence, Immigration and Customs Enforcement senior
agent Sonia Knight believes she’ll finally take down the illegal operation’s devilish
mastermind, Xavier Jones. But when an FBI sting on Jones’s criminal enterprise
collides with an ICE stakeout, Sonia is enraged: Her informant’s life and her
evidence are in grave jeopardy. FBI agent Dean Hooper has been chasing Jones for
years on money-laundering and tax-evasion charges and doesn’t need or want a
hot-headed ICE agent second-guessing his every move. When the Bureau is
ordered to join forces with ICE, Sonia is just as livid: Her job is to save lives, not
money. But their team effort pays off as fierce mutual resentment fades and
passion flares–along with risk. For Jones is just one piece of a depraved puzzle,
answering to an even more dangerous predator. Denied his expected prey, this
pitiless fiend intends to make Sonia and Dean pay with their own blood. From the
Paperback edition.

Official and Confidential
Presents the history of the FBI's secret intelligence operations, detailing how the
bureau has been used to conduct political warfare, and how it became the most
powerful intelligence service in the United States.

The FBI-KGB War
An intimate look at Robert Mueller, the sixth Director of the FBI, who has just been
named special counsel to oversee the investigation into ties between President
Trump's campaign and Russian officials. Covering more than 30 years of history,
from the 1980s through Obama's presidency, The Threat Matrix explores the
transformation of the FBI from a domestic law enforcement agency, handling bank
robberies and local crimes, into an international intelligence agency--with more
than 500 agents operating in more than 60 countries overseas--fighting extremist
terrorism, cyber crimes, and, for the first time, American suicide bombers. Based
on access to never-before-seen task forces and FBI bases from Budapest, Hungary,
to Quantico, Virginia, this book profiles the visionary agents who risked their lives
to bring down criminals and terrorists both here in the U.S. and thousands of miles
away long before the rest of the country was paying attention to terrorism. Given
unprecedented access, thousands of pages of once secret documents, and
hundreds of interviews, Garrett M. Graff takes us inside the FBI and its attempt to
protect America from the Munich Olympics in 1972 to the attempted Times Square
bombing in 2010. It also tells the inside story of the FBI's behind-the-scenes fights
with the CIA, the Department of Justice, and five White Houses over how to combat
terrorism, balance civil liberties, and preserve security. The book also offers a
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never-before-seen intimate look at FBI Director Robert Mueller, the most important
director since Hoover himself. Brilliantly reported and suspensefully told, The
Threat Matrix peers into the darkest corners of this secret war and will change your
view of the FBI forever.

Subversives
Memos and other documents reveal J. Edgar Hoover's investigation into Frank
Sinatra's suspected ties to the Mafia or the Communist party, and uncovers the
singer's instances of violent behavior.

The Secrets of the FBI
Examines the case of FBI agent Robert Hanssen, revealing details about the
counterspy's motives and character, his betrayal of his country and family, and
how he was brought to justice with the help of a top-secret KGB file smuggled out
of Russia.

The Spy Who Stayed Out in the Cold
The names, we sometimes say, have been changed "to protect the innocent". As
regards those agents in KGB networks in the U.S. during and following World War
II, their presence and their deeds (or misdeeds) were known, but their names were
not. The FBI-KGB War is the exciting, true (which often really is stranger than
fiction), and authentic story of how those names became known and how the notso-innocent persons to whom those names belonged were finally called to account.
Following World War II, FBI Special Agent Robert J. Lamphere set out to uncover the
extensive American networks of the KGB. Lamphere used a large file of secret
Russian messages intercepted during the war. The FBI-KGB War is the detailed (but
never boring) story of how those messages were finally decoded and made to
reveal their secrets, secrets that led to persons with such now-infamous names as
Judith Coplon, Klaus Fuchs, Harry Gold, and Ethel and Julius Rosenberg.

What Every BODY is Saying
This text details the existence of the real x-files - knowledge held by the FBI and
the US Airforce on UFO sightings between the years 1947 and 1954, and withheld
from the media and the public.

J. Edgar Hoover
A chilling biography of the notorious FBI chief reveals connections between Hoover
and organized crime, his manipulation of six presidencies, his assault on civil
rights, and much more. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.

My FBI
Explores the controversial theory that the FBI has in their posession information
regarding unidentified flying objects that they have kept hidden from the American
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Enemies
A New York Times–bestselling author’s revealing, “important” biography of the
longtime FBI director (The Philadelphia Inquirer). No one exemplified paranoia and
secrecy at the heart of American power better than J. Edgar Hoover, the original
director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. For this consummate biography,
renowned investigative journalist Anthony Summers interviewed more than eight
hundred witnesses and pored through thousands of documents to get at the truth
about the man who headed the FBI for fifty years, persecuted political enemies,
blackmailed politicians, and lived his own surprising secret life. Ultimately,
Summers paints a portrait of a fatally flawed individual who should never have
held such power, and for so long.

The Sinatra Files
A highly entertaining account of a young woman who went straight from her
college sorority to the CIA, where she hunted terrorists and WMDs "A thrilling
taleWalder’s fast-paced and intense narrative opens a window into life in two of
America’s major intelligence agencies" —Publishers Weekly (starred review) When
Tracy Walder enrolled at the University of Southern California, she never thought
that one day she would offer her pink beanbag chair in the Delta Gamma house to
a CIA recruiter, or that she’d fly to the Middle East under an alias identity. The
Unexpected Spy is the riveting story of Walder's tenure in the CIA and, later, the
FBI. In high-security, steel-walled rooms in Virginia, Walder watched al-Qaeda
members with drones as President Bush looked over her shoulder and CIA Director
George Tenet brought her donuts. She tracked chemical terrorists and searched
the world for Weapons of Mass Destruction. She created a chemical terror chart
that someone in the White House altered to convey information she did not have or
believe, leading to the Iraq invasion. Driven to stop terrorism, Walder debriefed
terrorists—men who swore they’d never speak to a woman—until they gave her
leads. She followed trails through North Africa, Europe, and the Middle East,
shutting down multiple chemical attacks. Then Walder moved to the FBI, where she
worked in counterintelligence. In a single year, she helped take down one of the
most notorious foreign spies ever caught on American soil. Catching the bad guys
wasn’t a problem in the FBI, but rampant sexism was. Walder left the FBI to teach
young women, encouraging them to find a place in the FBI, CIA, State Department
or the Senate—and thus change the world.

Ghost
The New York Times bestselling author of Dark Invasion and The Last Goodnight
once again illuminates the lives of little-known individuals who played a significant
role in America’s history as he chronicles the incredible true story of a critical,
recently declassified counterintelligence mission and two remarkable agents
whose story has been called "the greatest secret of the Cold War." In 1946, genius
linguist and codebreaker Meredith Gardner discovered that the KGB was running
an extensive network of strategically placed spies inside the United States, whose
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goal was to infiltrate American intelligence and steal the nation’s military and
atomic secrets. Over the course of the next decade, he and young FBI supervisor
Bob Lamphere worked together on Venona, a top-secret mission to uncover the
Soviet agents and protect the Holy Grail of Cold War espionage—the atomic bomb.
Opposites in nearly every way, Lamphere and Gardner relentlessly followed a trail
of clues that helped them identify and take down these Soviet agents one by one,
including Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. But at the center of this spy ring, seemingly
beyond the American agents’ grasp, was the mysterious master spy who pulled the
strings of the KGB’s extensive campaign, dubbed Operation Enormoz by Russian
Intelligence headquarters. Lamphere and Gardner began to suspect that a mole
buried deep in the American intelligence community was feeding Moscow Center
information on Venona. They raced to unmask the traitor and prevent the Soviets
from fulfilling Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev’s threat: "We shall bury you!" A
breathtaking chapter of American history and a page-turning mystery that plays
out against the tense, life-and-death gamesmanship of the Cold War, this twisting
thriller begins at the end of World War II and leads all the way to the execution of
the Rosenbergs—a result that haunted both Gardner and Lamphere to the end of
their lives.

In the Enemy's House
For those wondering how Bill Clinton could pardon white-collar fugitive Marc Rich
but not Native American leader Leonard Peltier, important clues can be found in
this classic study of the FBI's COINTELPRO (Counterintelligence Program). Agents
of Repression includes an incisive historical account of the FBI siege of Wounded
Knee, and reveals the viciousness of COINTELPRO campaigns targeting the Black
Liberation movement. The authors' new introduction examines the legacies of the
Panthers and AIM, and shows how the FBI still presents a threat to those
committed to fundamental social change. Ward Churchill is author of From a Native
Son. Jim Vander Wall is co-author of The COINTELPRO Papers: Documents from the
FBI's Secret Wars Against Dissent in the United States, with Ward Churchill.

The FBI
Two veteran "Time" magazine reporters present the shocking, fascinating account
of one of the greatest espionage scandals of our time--the story of Robert Hanssen,
one of the most mysterious traitors in American history. of photos.

The FBI
Subversives traces the FBI's secret involvement with three iconic figures at
Berkeley during the 1960s: the ambitious neophyte politician Ronald Reagan, the
fierce but fragile radical Mario Savio, and the liberal university president Clark Kerr.
Through these converging narratives, the award-winning investigative reporter
Seth Rosenfeld tells a dramatic and disturbing story of FBI surveillance, illegal
break-ins, infiltration, planted news stories, poison-pen letters, and secret
detention lists. He reveals how the FBI's covert operations—led by Reagan's friend
J. Edgar Hoover—helped ignite an era of protest, undermine the Democrats, and
benefit Reagan personally and politically. At the same time, he vividly evokes the
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life of Berkeley in the early sixties—and shows how the university community, a
site of the forward-looking idealism of the period, became a battleground in an epic
struggle between the government and free citizens. The FBI spent more than $1
million trying to block the release of the secret files on which Subversives is based,
but Rosenfeld compelled the bureau to release more than 250,000 pages,
providing an extraordinary view of what the government was up to during a
turning point in our nation's history. Part history, part biography, and part police
procedural, Subversives reads like a true-crime mystery as it provides a fresh look
at the legacy of the sixties, sheds new light on one of America's most popular
presidents, and tells a cautionary tale about the dangers of secrecy and unchecked
power.

Racial Matters
The never-before-told full story of the history-changing break-in at the FBI office in
Media, Pennsylvania, by a group of unlikely activists—quiet, ordinary, hardworking
Americans—that made clear the shocking truth and confirmed what some had long
suspected, that J. Edgar Hoover had created and was operating, in violation of the
U.S. Constitution, his own shadow Bureau of Investigation. It begins in 1971 in an
America being split apart by the Vietnam War . . . A small group of activists—eight
men and women—the Citizens Commission to Investigate the FBI, inspired by
Daniel Berrigan’s rebellious Catholic peace movement, set out to use a more
active, but nonviolent, method of civil disobedience to provide hard evidence once
and for all that the government was operating outside the laws of the land. The
would-be burglars—nonpro’s—were ordinary people leading lives of purpose: a
professor of religion and former freedom rider; a day-care director; a physicist; a
cab driver; an antiwar activist, a lock picker; a graduate student haunted by
members of her family lost to the Holocaust and the passivity of German civilians
under Nazi rule. Betty Medsger's extraordinary book re-creates in resonant detail
how this group of unknowing thieves, in their meticulous planning of the burglary,
scouted out the low-security FBI building in a small town just west of Philadelphia,
taking into consideration every possible factor, and how they planned the break-in
for the night of the long-anticipated boxing match between Joe Frazier (war
supporter and friend to President Nixon) and Muhammad Ali (convicted for refusing
to serve in the military), knowing that all would be fixated on their televisions and
radios. Medsger writes that the burglars removed all of the FBI files and, with the
utmost deliberation, released them to various journalists and members of
Congress, soon upending the public’s perception of the inviolate head of the
Bureau and paving the way for the first overhaul of the FBI since Hoover became
its director in 1924. And we see how the release of the FBI files to the press set the
stage for the sensational release three months later, by Daniel Ellsberg, of the topsecret, seven-thousand-page Pentagon study on U.S. decision-making regarding
the Vietnam War, which became known as the Pentagon Papers. At the heart of the
heist—and the book—the contents of the FBI files revealing J. Edgar Hoover’s
“secret counterintelligence program” COINTELPRO, set up in 1956 to investigate
and disrupt dissident political groups in the United States in order “to enhance the
paranoia endemic in these circles,” to make clear to all Americans that an FBI
agent was “behind every mailbox,” a plan that would discredit, destabilize, and
demoralize groups, many of them legal civil rights organizations and antiwar
groups that Hoover found offensive—as well as black power groups, student
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activists, antidraft protestors, conscientious objectors. The author, the first reporter
to receive the FBI files, began to cover this story during the three years she worked
for The Washington Post and continued her investigation long after she'd left the
paper, figuring out who the burglars were, and convincing them, after decades of
silence, to come forward and tell their extraordinary story. The Burglary is an
important and riveting book, a portrait of the potential power of nonviolent
resistance and the destructive power of excessive government secrecy and spying.

Obsession
A spectacular New York Times and Washington Post bestseller, My FBI is the
definitive account of American law enforcement during the Clinton years and in the
run-up to September 11. Louis Freeh is clear eyed, frank, the ultimate realist, and
he offers resolute vision for the struggles ahead. Bill Clinton called Freeh a "law
enforcement legend" when he nominated him as the Federal Bureau of
Investigation Director. The good feelings would not last. Going toe-to-toe with his
boss during the scandal-plagued ‘90s, Freeh fought hard to defend his agency from
political interference and to protect America from the growing threat of
international terrorism. When Clinton later called that appointment the worst one
he had made as president, Freeh considered it "a badge of honor." This is Freeh's
entire story, from his Catholic upbringing in New Jersey to law school, the FBI
training academy, his career as a US District attorney and as a federal judge, and
finally his eight years as the nation's top cop. This is the definitive account of
American law enforcement in the run-up to September 11. Freeh is clear-eyed,
frank, the ultimate realist, and he offers resolute vision for the struggles ahead.
"[Freeh] comes off as the real deal, an honorable, hard-working man, a devoted
public servant and father, a gifted lawyer and onetime federal prosecutor."---The
New York Times

The Killer Across the Table
Offers a profile of the inner workings and evolving priorities of the law enforcement
agency and the people who run it, including new material on recent changes made
by current FBI Director Louis J. Freeh. Reprint. NYT.

The Birth of the FBI
OBSESSION examines the many violent interpersonal crimes committed against
women and the elderly, providing extraordinary insight into what motivates the
perpetrators who commit them. With profiles of many well-known cases and
criminals, as well as an invalubale chapter on how you can protect yourself and
your loved ones from violence, John Douglas has written a groundbreaking book.

Agents of Repression
Uses the contents of FBI files obtained under the Freedom of Information Act.

Operation Family Secrets
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Explores the case of Robert Hanssen, a middle-level FBI agent and devout Catholic,
who for two decades sold American defense and intelligence secrets to the Soviets
and Russians for money, thrills, and his mystical beliefs. Reprint.

Fatal Secrets
The son of mobster Frank Calabrese describes the violent world he endured before
deciding to work with the FBI to shut down the family syndicate, recounting the
months he worked as an undercover insider to collect evidence for dozens of
murders.

The FBI Files
A dead grandmother was a good reason to run… Fourteen years ago, the Beise
family just disappeared. Rumors filled the small town of Masterson—everything
from mass slaughter to alien abductions. PAVAD: FBI Agent Miranda Talley had
always wondered what happened to her best friend’s family. When human remains
are found buried in the Beise family barn, Miranda returns to her Wyoming
hometown to find the answers. With potential-PAVAD agent—and sheer pain-in-theass—Allan Knight tagging along, Miranda leads her own team of PAVAD agents and
the sheriff of Masterson County deep into the secrets of the town she’d always
loved. Secrets people will kill to keep buried…

The Burglary
Draws on agent interviews about famous FBI cases to reveal the Bureau's inner
workings and some of its most deeply held secrets.

Mindhunter
While many of J. Edgar Hoover's achievements and insecurities are welldocumented, the author of "Hughes" and "Clash of the Titans" reveals for the first
time the most hidden secrets of Hoover's private life and exposes previously
undisclosed conduct that threatened to compromise the security of the entire
nation. of photos.
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